
 

Lecture
In theprevious lecture we saw a ÉÉÉÉÉÉ hat thereare
non recognizable languages In thefollowing wegive a constructiveproofthat
there are undecidable languages
Sipser4.2

Theorem 4.11 The language Lin M W MisaTMand M acceptsw
is undecidable

ProofiSuppose for the sakeof contradiction that Lim is decidableThen
there mustbe a Turingmachine It that is thedecider of LTM i.e if xehim
then HCAoutputs accept and if w Lim then H x outputs reject

Whatdoes it meanwhen H x outputs accept
It means that the string x which is the binaryencoding ofpair M W
i.e x M W is in the language LtmTherefore if we run M with
input W M outputs accept

Analogously when H x outputs reject they X LtmTherefore for X M W
if we run M with input w then M doesnotaccept M caneitherrejector topNoguarant

whichcasewe areat

In summary H M wD
accept if M accepts w

reject if M doesnotacceptw

We now use this hypothetical H to construct a new TM D withinput Ms

D
H

LM 4 Mfppy
accept reject
reject 7 accept

Moreformally On input M where M is a TM
1Run It on input M CM
2 Output theoppositeofwhatHoutputs

Notice that compilers are machines programsthattake as an input thedescriptionof
another machine program Much like the inputofH that is M M 7
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What happens when we run D with input its owndescription D

We already know that
accept if M does not acceptinput am

D M reject if M outputs accept on input M

Now swap M for CD in the above expression

p ay
accept if D does not acceptinput a
reject if D outputs accept on input D

We constructed a paradox therefore neitherTM D nor TM It can existContradiction

Remark The aboveproof can be seen under the lens ofthediagonilizationmethod

Suppose that we build a tablethat lists allthepossibleTuringmachines
as rows and all the possible inputstrings as columns

TMsP x x y
removealltheinput
stringsthatdonotencode TMS

PIM Ma Ms
M accept accept a Turingmachine M acceptrejectaccept

1
y y ne yeMa accept

Wealso reorder the
columns tofollowthe 13

acceptacceptreject
a row ordering

PopygteffuffgeL it thus even if Milt loops decider
HCCMi XP willoutput reject

Since the rows depictallpossible TMs one ofthem must be D

TmsPIM Ma Ms Next let's analyzehow D behaves on eachcolumn
M accept rejectaccept On input M outputs theopposite of M Mp
Ma rejectaccept reject
Mzacceptaccept reject On input Mi outputs theoppositeof Mi Mi

D MAMMOGRAM But these are theoutputs of thediagonal
TmsPIM Ma Ms D

go

M t rejectaccept

y L
needs

f toneme opposite

Contradiction



Recall that last lecture's argumentabout non recognizable languages
was non constructive In the following we will see a constructive proof
for non recognizability

Anatural first guess is to work with Lem from Theorem4.11 which we
know is undecidable It is easy to see that Ltm is TuringrecognizableSimply
create a new machine M that internally runs simulates the inputmachine M
on the inputstring w If M accepts then M also accepts If M rejects
M also rejects we are indifferent to the case where M loopsbecause
M is supposed to Elyrecognizethe language as opposed todecide

IDefinition A complement of a language is the language consisting ofall strings that are not in the 1049099e
complementof L is
denotedas I

Eefinition A language is co Turing recognizable if it is the complement of
a Turing recognizable language

I rem4.22A language isdecidable if and only if it isTuringrecognizable
and coTuring recognizable

Proof Since it is an if andonly if wehave toproveboth directions
L is decidable L isTuringrecognizable and coTuring recognizable

L isTuringrecognizable and coTuring recognizable L is decidable

For If L is decidable then there exists a decider M Thismachine M
accepts all strings that are in the language therefore it can act as
a recognizerwhichproves that L is Turing recognizable If we create
a new machine M that simulates M internallyandflips its output
then M accepts all thestrings that the decider M rejectswhich
that L is coTuring recognizable

For Since L isTuringrecognizable there exists an M thatrecognizes L
Since L is coTuringrecognizable there exists an M thatrecognizes I
Wepropose a new TM M that uses M and Ma anddecides L

1 Alternate between a transition in M w and a transition in Mawgin2 If M accepts first then M accepts IfMyacceptsfirst then



Finally we haveto show that M decides L Every string is either in LCso M
accepts it or in I so Maaccepts it Noticethatsince Mi andMaare
recognizers one of them halts and accepts no matter whattheinput is
Since M halts whenever M or Myaccepts M always halts Finally
it accepts all wet and rejects all well Thus M is a decider so
L is decidable The

Eorollary 4.23 Itm is not Turing recognizable ReadingFecogtimeaile

ProofWe showed that Ltm is Turing recognizable If its complement Itm
were Turing recognizable too then Ltm wouldbe decidable fromTheorem
4.22 But since we alreadyproved in Theorem4.11 that Ltm is not
decidable it must be that Itm is not Turing recognizable To

Educability sipser Chapter5.1 section5.1 up to Reductions via
ComputationHistories

We showed theexistence of a computationally unsolvableprobem
i.e deciding him on our most powerful computationalmodel theTuring
machine In the following we see a methodology called reducibility

the511 12 1 98 yg
enunsolvableproblems to prove that

A reduction is a way of converting a problem A to anotherproblem B
so that asolution to B can beused to solve A
AttentionReducability can beused for solving a problem but it can also

beused to prove that a problem is not solvable
Suppose that we know how to solveB so coloredgreen but
we don't know how to solve A so coloredgray
If we find a reduction

from A to B
then we can solve A as well
Suppose we knowthat A is not solvable so colored red but
we don't know how to solve B so coloredgray
If we find a reduction

from A to B
then we can use a proofby contradiction to showthatB

is not solvable
The above intuition willmanifest differently depending on whether
we are studying problems in computability theory solvable decidable or

complexity theory solvable a at leastashard



Theorem 5.1 The following language is undecidable feet
en or

HALTTM M W IMis aTMandMhaltson inputw
ProofWebuild a proof by contradiction Suppose for the sake ofcontradictio

that HALIM is decidable and wewill use thisassumption to showthat
Lem is also decidable which we know is false

Suppose that R is thedeciderof HALTimThen we use R to build the
decider of Lem namely S

What is thedesired inputoutput for TMS
S is given as an input MW becausethis istheformatofLem and it
must output accept if M accepts w and reject if M loops or rejects
with inputw
S cannot simply run M on input w because it ispossible that M loops
therefore decider S won't halt
Instead S will run the decider f HALTem R with input MW
Now since R is a decider we know that R will haltwhichmeans that
s won't loop
Moreformally

J On input M W anencoding of TM M andstringw
1 Run TM R on input CM W
2 If R rejects then S rejects
3 If R accepts then MW eHALtm so it is safe
to simulate M on input w

I

4 If Maccepts then Saccepts If M rejectsthen S rejects

Intheremaining of theproof one needs to showthattheproposed
S is indeed a decider for LTM The

MappingReducability sipserChapter 5.3

Notice that we have used reductionswithoutformally definingwhattheydo
Wewill now definemappingreducability a definition of reducability that
uses computable functions

Iefinition A function f 2 7 is a computablefunction if some Turing
machineM on every inputw haltswith just f w on its tape

That is TM M computes f if MW few for all we



It is not hard to imagine amachine thattakesas an inputencodingsof numbers
andoutputson its tape the result of a mathematicalfunction

eg Input 2,3 I Output 2 3 5
then M'sinput 0107011 pyeoutput

104

Inthe above case thedomainand the range offunction f is theset of
naturalnumbers INWhathappens if thedomain range representsTuring
machineencodings recallthat a lotofthe languages wehaveseen take as

an input Ms

e g laput M Output CMa Thus theTM Mthat computes
then M'sinput M sageOutput M2

f takes as an input a machine
encoding M andoutputsanother
machineencoding Ma

Definition LanguageA is mapping reducible to languageB denoted as AEmB
if there is a computablefunction f Ettwhereforevery w

weA FW EB
The function f is called thereductionfrom A to B

Iheorems.TL If AEmB and B isdecidable then A is decidable

ProofWe let M be thedecider of B Let f bethereductionfromA toB
wheeiitigistrictidecieti.tn i1is gt5 itiiiia me
ME On input w

I 1 Run Mf w andcall theoutput x
2 Run M on input x and outputwhatever Moutputs

If weA thenfrom thedefinition ofmapping reducability f w EB holds
Alsodue to the if andonly if condition if few EB they wet Thedecider
of languageB i e machineM outputs accept onlywhen itsinput is in B
Thus wheneverMCMfCw outputs accept wehave we A Therefore M is a decider
for language A B

Erollary 523 If AEmB and A is undecidable then B isundecidable



In Theorem 5.1 weprovedthat language HALTin is undecidable
In the following weprove it again but this timeusing mappingreducibility
and Corollary 5.23

Proofthms.ltake2 Wehaveproved that Lyn is undecidable

If we manage to show that LtmEmHALTim then from Corollary 5.23
we can argue that HALT is undecidable as well

Noticethat this time wedo not use a proofby contradiction

To completetheproof we need to construct a computablefunction f
that takes input of theform MW and returns output oftheform M w
suchthat M w eLtm ifandonly if Msw eHALTTm
Thefollowingmachine My computes a reduction f

Mf On input MW highleveldescriptionsofmachines

construct thefollowingmachinem TYHerewehave a highlevel
descriptionof a machineMf

1 Run M on x thatcontainsthehighlevel
g I Iceptsthenn'accepts.de nofanothertmmI 3 If M rejectsthen M enters a loop

g

Now we have to argue that theproposedMf guarantees that
MW ELtm ifandonly if MSW eHALIM

Whenever MW ELtm weknowthatMaccepts w In this case giventhedefinitionof M
we have that M accepts w i.e Msw eHALTtry

Whenever M w eHALIM we know that M halts on input w Giventhedefinition
of M the onlyway that M halts is if M W accepts Inwhich case Mw e

Ling

I rem5 RO If AEmB and B is Turing recognizable then A is
Turing recognizable

Iorollary 5.29 If AEmB and A is notTuringrecognizable then B isnot Turing recognizable


